I. INTRODUCTION
Recent investigations of the problem of the interaction between the meson and nucleon fields have been aimed at dispensing with methods only suited to weakly coupled systems. In particular, attention has been centered l upon covariant two-body equations (in which the approximation of a perturbation expansion of the interaction operator is made), and on the non-adiabatic three-2 dimensional Tamm-Danco££ method (where the approximation consists of setting the amplitudes for s.ystems containing more than a given number of particles to zero).o While the Bethe-Salpeter approach is a covariant one, a serious / drawback lies in its perturbation treatment o£ the interaction term. Not only is the convergence of this in grave doubt, but one has no criteria tor · deciding how many (and which) irreducible graphs are to be included tor the description of a given process. In the Tamm-Dancott scheme no perturbation approximation is used. Here again however, there is no guide enabling one to detenidne at what number of particles the infinite set of equations should 3 be cut ott. Furthermore, as has recently been pointed out , the lack of -4= synnnetry between the "crossed" and "uncrossed'' diagrams at any stage of the approximation in the meson-nucleon case, will yield an incorrect zero energy limit for the exchange scattering.
The purpose of this paper is to utilize a new approximation procedure for dealing w~th the Green's functions appropriate to a given problem. Taking cognizance,. of the relationship between the vertex operator and kernels involving external meson lines, a system of coupled integral equations for these Green• s . 4
functions may be written down. Following a suggestion of M. Neuman , we treat one of the mesons as interacting weakly with the rest of the system, by decomposing the highest Green's function considered, into products ~r lower Green's functions, thus cutting off the infinitE! s~t or equations. This scheme has the advantages of being Lorentz covariant (and for photon processes, gauge covariant) 11 of containing no perturbation featu~es, and of. providing some physical insight into the meaning of the approximationo fbe basic .symmetry of ·the Green's functions in the meson variables ·~voids the difficulty _with the exchange scattering mentio11~d above. If certain aspects of. vac~um polarization are neglected, the resulting equations are linear.
In the following section the formalism is developed in connection with the meson-nucleon system. Later sections deal with its applicability to the two-nucleon and the three-fields problems. where for any Heisenberg operator F(x), the symbol < F(x) > stands for 5 Throughout the paper the notation is that of J. Schwinger, (r~ference 1) . .
Thus, nucleon co-ordinates will also be suppressed and matrix multiplication over these variables will be assumed. Thus we write It will also be found useful to define th., quantity 'I (3) c (B) The next equation in the scheme is: 3 )
The equation for g may easily be obtained by operating with (R~+ ~t)
{where I<""= -l. ~/or,.._ ) upon S and using (2.2). Thus,
We may mention at this point that the substitution of (2.8) into (2.7) and (2oll) yields equations (l"a) and (l"b) of Neuman 4 .
the solution of (2.11) with the second term on the right omitted.
· (C) The· Approximation Scheme.
I
The functions G, G( ~ ) ~ G( f, ~ ) , etc. of the preceding section govern rigorously the motion of one nucleon and various numbers of mesons, the functions with an odd number of meson indices referring to the production ot at least one meson (rather tha~ a scattering). Thus G is the propagation function for a nucleon with all possible self~energy processes occurring~ As is customarilY done, we shall represent such "clothed" particles by thick lines.
In Fig. 1 , we give the d:i..agramma.tic representations of the first few Green's functions with the times arranged so that a minimum number or "thick lines"
occur at a given time. We also notice that any Green's function may be _ _ -. The S?hemeutilized is to factor this function into products of Green's functions already appearing in the equations, some of these being replaced .
.
by their zeroth order forms so that the number of thick lines does not exceed the maximum allowed. Such a factorization may of course be carried out in a number of ways. A procedure that appears most reasonable at low energies is the factoring out, in a symmetric fashion, of a single meson
The phy-sical interpretation of this proced~re is that one· of the mesons does not interact strongly with the remaining meson-nucleon complex.
(D) Examples of Approximations.
(i) Zero 8 th Approximation.
To this order one allows only one thick line. Since in (2 . . . 7), G( $ ) has two lines and its factorization in the absence of an external UCRL-2529
, Eq. (2. 7) recluces to the equation for the non-interacting nucleon kernel.
(11) First' AJ)p~oximation.
· lit this approXimation we still restrict ourselves to one line.
· Here· we break \lp ·
. ·-;:, (2.13)
., Which' c~~responds to the explicit assumption ot no meson-nucleon· scattering.
"Iriserticg (2.1.4) in (2.128.). one obtains:
The G' ·defined by the above equation ha.s previously been stuclieti in order to ascertain its effect on the suppression or pairs in meson-nucleon scattering.
Itl is to be n6ted that 'in the present scheme, its use in any discussion of the meson~nucleon equation·would.be i.nconslstent due to the approximation made in Eq., (2.14).
Brueckner, Gell-Mann and Goldberger, Phys •. Rev. 2Q.; 476 (1953) 
The second and third terms on the r.h.s. of (2.17) are only self-energy structures on external lines and may therefore be absorbed into the first term. In obtaining (2.17), use was made of Eqs. (2.12a,b). 
In this case, we eliminate G( I 11 ! 1 .J ) in (2o9) via '(2ol0) and m .
decompose ~he Green's function G( I , , , ! ) so as to allow no more than twa thick lines:
The first terms in (2.19) represent the diagrams in which only one meson l: Ill II ~I ~ can propagate independently. Since G( ~ !' ~ ~ ) must also include the possibility of two disconnected meson lines, the second set of terms must be added ino Eq. (2ol9) may be rewritten as follows:
The first t~ree tenns are the ones appearing in the second appro:rlmationo 
As before we will denote the two-nucleon, m-meson kernel by Gl2( ~, I I I I rrT' \ ) 0
We begin by operating with ( yl PI + m ) on Gl2 to obtain (3.2)
where in general (3.3)
In (3.2) the inhomogeneous term comes from the two non-vanishing discontinuities in the time derivative of (3.1). Continuihg, one further finds that
The quantity G 12 ( ~ 'f ) is the kernel describing the scattering of a meson by the two-nucleon system, o'r ~ for a different; time-ordering, double meson production in a nucleon-nucleon collision. The breakup which corresponds to neglecting meson=deuteron scattering, yield's, aside from the self-energy terms, the fa:dliar equation
In our scheme, however, 'the breakup (3o5) is incomplete in that it contains but one of the possible "two lines" structures. The correct decomp()sition is
In its wave function form, the equation analogous to (3.6) in quantum 
UCRL-2529
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The additional terms may be interpreted as a kind of 11 impulse approximation 11 to the meson-deuteron scattering kernel, in that the meson interacts with only one nucleon at a time. The substitution of (3.7) into (3.4) yields (neglecting self-energy terms):
Continuing with the scheme, one may obtain the rigorous equation for I G12< r I ) :
In an elimination of G 12 ( ~ S ) in (3.4) via (3o9), the first three terms on the r.h.s. of (3.9) give uimpulse 11 contributions, while the last term .7) is not a good approximation, and the effects included in (3.9) will have to be taken into account. It is interesting to note that in terms of a perturbation expansion, (3o9) contains the two-pair fourth-order potentials, which have previously been ·shown to be large.:
The introduction of the electromagnetic field permits the extension of the technique outlined above to such problems as photo-production, nuclear
Compton effect and the nucleon magnetic moments. In order to exhibit the gauge invariance of the scheme, we shall in this section deal only with manifestly gauge-covariant quantities. The three-field equations of motion are: 
The equation obeyed by the one-nucleon Green's function is UCRL-2529 
and is not a gauge covariant quantity. The corresponding gauge covariant kernel is 9 (4 .. 5)
Introducting Gc('l) into (4.5) one obtains (Yp+m)G::: /-~f't(!)G(!)df +e.)t(~)Gc(~)ol~
in which form the gauge invariance of the equation is clearly exhibited.
9 The structure of Gc ( ~) arises naturally using the variational definition of Schwinger. We shall henceforth denote < A{~)) simply by
Proceeding as before, the kernels G( ! ) and G ( 7 ) analogous to (4.12) and (4.13).
In cutting off the infinite set of equations, it is necessar,y to decompose the higher meson and photon Green's functions in a gauge-invariant manner, that is, break them up into products of gauge-invariant quantities.
Thus in the first approximation we set By the use of Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), the production kernels (4.19) to (4.22) may be expressed in terms of scattering kernels, Which when substituted into (4.14) to (4.16) yield three equations coupling the meson-nucleon scattering, photoproduction and Compton scattering Green's functions:
It renains to evaluate <j (! i ) and g c.
• Starting with equation
Introducing the notation 5 (~, 1) = S ~ (!-~) and the covariant derivative Rr = Rr -e SA~ , (ho26) may be written in the form
Keeping terms of order e only, the above quantities satisfy the equations
To lowest order in e (4.23) to (4.25) become prove convergence, the scheme appears reasonable in view of the fact that highly-multiple meson production is not observed experimentally.
A remark should be made on the consistency of the decomposition scheme.
The rules for making the breakup apply only to the first Green's function that is not treated rigorously. The question arises whether the equations containing the higher Green 6 s functions are then consistent. It can be shown that to make them so, one must make the same physical assumptions in these equations as are implied by the original breakup. For example, if the decomposition (2.14) is substituted into (2.9), consistency is obtained provided one assumes ·comparison with (2.16) shows that this term appears there along ~iih-two other terms which give rise to meson-nucleon UCRL-2529 -28-scattering. The latter, however, must be neglected in accordance with the assumptions leading to (2.14), namely that no meson-nucleon scattering be allowed.
The neglect of vacuum polarization effects in the low energy region seems reasonable. For high energies, however, one might expect the incident meson to interact mainly with the meson cloud around the nucleon, and hence polarization effects would predominate. It is possible to rearrange the equations so that these .effects are more explicitly exhibited, while the direct meson-nucleon interaction is deemphasized.
Unlike the approximation in the Tamm-Dancoff method, the number of mesons and pairs present is not limited to a fixed number. This is due mainly to the covariance of the approach, which allows the "bending back" The corresponding "crossed" diagrams also appear as the Green's function is symmetric in the meson variables.
